Technical Discussion I
Underwater light measurement and light absorption by algae*
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SUMMARY: In this paper concepts and nomenclature of light measurements are discussed. The particular problems of underwater light measurements and the calibration of the equipment were presented. The pros and cons with spectroradiometers and broad band sensors were discussed. The use of specific ultraviolet-B sources for algal photobiology is recommended.
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CONCEPTS AND NOMENCLATURE

From a geometrical standpoint there are two main ways of quantifying light that are important for the biologist, but there is no general agreement on the terminology for describing the corresponding quantities. One way is to describe the incident light on a flat surface of unit area, the other is to describe that incident on a sphere with unit cross-section. In addition one has a choice of expressing light in terms of energy, or in terms of number of photons or moles of photons. Part of the discussion concerned the terms to be preferred, and whether some terms should be weeded out completely. In Table 1 a list of the synonyms is indicated. Irradiance and vectorial irradiance are synonyms used to designate the energy per unit time and unit area incident on a flat surface, often confused with fluence rate and scalar irradiance, properly used to designate the.
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energy per incident on a sphere of unit cross-section per unit time. The insertion of the qualifier “energy” as opposed to “photon” is usually not necessary since it is evident from the unit, e.g. W m\(^{-2}\), what is meant (Table 1).

**Remarks**

1. Because irradiance (vectorial irradiance) is expressed in the same units as fluence rate (scalar irradiance), it is necessary to specify whether irradiance or fluence rate are meant. Thus, it is not sufficient to write “The plants were exposed to 15 W m\(^{-2}\) of white light”.

2. The terms photon flux density (PFD) and photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) are often used by the researchers on photosynthesis. This is most unfortunate because (a) different people do not mean the same quantity; PFD may be either irradiance or fluence rate, (b) in other areas “flux” implies something expressed per unit area, and thus flux density is a tautology.

Although the discussion group did not arrive at any single terminology to recommend for future use, there was unanimous condemnation of use of the term photon flux density. Most people felt uncomfortable with the term exposure for time integrated irradiance. Often the term dose is used. Björn remarked that dose is used by workers using ionizing radiation only for absorbed radiation, not incident radiation, but it seems impossible to reach uniformity throughout the scientific community on this point.

There was some discussion about whether fluence rate should be considered as light impinging on a sphere or arriving at a point. One argument was that since a point has no area, light at a certain point cannot be expressed per unit area. However, there is no real difficulty. The proper way of handling this theoretically is to think of a sphere that is getting smaller and smaller until the required spatial resolution is reached. On the other hand, for practical measurements, only sensors of finite size can be used, and the values obtained must be regarded as spatial averages.

As for spectral measurements, in photobiology they are usually taken on a “per unit wavelength” basis, and the qualifier “spectral” has to be added to the terms in the Table 1, for instance in the energy system spectral fluence rate expressed in the unit W m\(^{-2}\) nm\(^{-1}\) and in the photon system, the photon fluence rate expressed in the unit mol m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) nm\(^{-1}\). It should be noted that physicists often express spectra on a “per unit frequency” basis, and that such spectra have a different shape. It should also be noted that spectra have different shapes whether expressed as energy fluence rate or photon fluence rate and giving a value for, e.g. the maximum wavelength of a light spectrum has no meaning unless one also specifies whether the light is expressed on an energy or a photon basis.

The term “light intensity” for the the quantification of light should be avoided because of its ambiguity, and should never be used when fluence rate or irradiance are appropriate terms. In several texts the term light quantity is used as the energy...
integration over a determined wavelength interval. On the other hand light quality is used to indicate the color of the light or the light per unit wavelength (spectral basis).

Describing the irradiance from a light source may not be sufficient to characterize the effect of radiation on an organism, since because of the spectral weighting of different wavelengths by an organism (action spectra), light sources with different emission spectra may have different effects. Figure 1 compares the emission spectrum of the sun (curve 1A, sea level, elevation 90°, 320 Dobson Units) with that of a UV light source (curve 2A, Philips TL2/15). Both sources yield the same irradiance of 1.81 W m⁻² in the UV-B range (280-315 nm). In order to compare the photobiological efficiency of these two lights on an organism an action spectrum is used. Example is the inhibition of motility in the flagellate Euglena gracilis (curve 3). When the action spectra are convoluted with the two emission spectra the integrated irradiances differ considerably (curves 1B and 2B); the artificial UV source is more effective by a factor 2. As a consequence, a photobiologist should indicate the effective irradiance for the described response. The effective UV irradiance, E, or dose rate (exposure), is given by

\[ E = \int W(\lambda) \, \alpha(\lambda) \, d\lambda \]

where \( W(\lambda) \) is the weighting function, or action spectrum, for a biological or chemical effect and \( \alpha(\lambda) \) is the spectral irradiance, either computed or measured for a given time and location. Hourly, daily, and yearly weighted doses may then computed by time-integration of the dose rates (Madronich et al., 1995).

However, in the most cases the action spectrum of the responses is not known; in these cases one must indicate the light source used (emission spectrum of the lamp plus filter combination) and also describe how the irradiance was measured.

**Spectroradiometers versus Broad Band Sensors**

The pros and cons with spectroradiometers and broad band sensors were discussed. Most biologists still have only broad band sensors such as PAR meters (sensors for photosynthetically available radiation or photosynthetically active radiation, by convention defined as light from 400 to 700 nm wavelength) or broad band UV-B and UV-A sensors available. For many purposes the broad band sensors give relevant information. The PAR sensor can be constructed either to have equal response for all photons between 400 and 700 nm or to have the same energy sensitivity for all light in that range. The commercial UV-B sensors are usually construc-
ted to have a spectral response similar to the skin (erythemal spectrum or cancer induction spectra) which differs considerably from the generalized plant spectrum defined by Cadwell (1971) and also for the inhibition spectra determined specifically for algae, such as that of Cullen et al. (1992). With a spectroradiometer one is more flexible, and can afterwards weight and sum the wavelength components in any desired way. On the other hand, apart from the high cost, spectroradiometers are less portable, more vulnerable to damage, and because the usually employ photomultipliers as light sensors, require frequent recalibration.

For spectral measurements of ultraviolet-B radiation only spectroradiometers with double monochromators have sufficiently low stray light.

The intercomparison and the intercalibration among different equipment for light measurements, including spectroradiometers and broad light sensors, is very important. The comparison of the data of UV-B radiation measured in different parts of the world with different sensors is crucial to know the real increase of UV-B as a consequence of ozone depletion (Gardiner et al. 1993). Seckmeyer et al. (1994) carried out an intercomparison of spectral-UV-radiation measurement systems (spectroradiometers). The measured irradiances at noon differed by factors up 100. The large differences demonstrated the great difficulties with this type of measurement. Some instrument systems, however, agreed within ±10%. The indiscriminate use of simple linear factors as the radiation amplification factor (RAF), used to convey the relative increase in harmful UV radiation with the decrease in ozone concentration, is leading to serious underestimates of UV radiation when large changes in ozone concentration are involved (Booth and Madronich, 1994). The errors in reporting solar radiation using moderate bandwidth radiometers have been reviewed by Booth et al. (1994). Kirk et al. (1994) carried out a comparison of irradiance in air and irradiance and attenuation coefficients at several water depths at UV-B wavelengths determined with some commercial instruments used by photobiologist e.g. Biospherical Instruments, International Light, LI-COR and Optronic Laboratories. This analysis revealed differences in spectral resolution, accuracy, sensitivity to low light energy and convenience in generating depth-specific profiles. Broadband instruments trade off resolution for simplicity and in some cases greater sensitivity, but are subject to errors when the solar spectrum is modified by sun angle, atmospheric column ozone, and the inherent optical properties of the water. As a conclusion, none of the instruments tested matched the ideal, in having at the same time narrow bandwidth, sensitive and temperature-stable light detector and wavelength filter/selector with high rejection of stray light, well-characterized cosine response and immersion coefficients (Kirk et al. 1994).

**Particular problems for underwater measurements**

Because water has a much higher refractive index than air, the reflection and refraction at the surface of the sensor is quite different depending on whether this is in air or immersed in water. Therefore sensors for underwater use should be calibrated below water, but it is not easy, since available standard lamps and calibrator systems are intended for use in air. The only way to come around this is to compute the effect of water immersion using Fresnel’s reflection law and Snell’s refraction law. In several commercial spectroradiometers used for air and underwater light measurements, data from the immersion effect are available from the company to correct the calibration determined in air.

Häder discussed the types of natural waters with different optical properties. The classical work is that by Jerlov (1976) but recently other papers have been published on the subject (Smith and Baker, 1978, 1979; Baker and Smith, 1982; Smith et al. 1989). A recent book covering both theoretical aspects and the practical problems of measuring underwater light is that by Kirk (1994).


**Ultraviolet-B sources for algal photobiology**

Lüning pointed out the great disadvantage in using cellulose acetate foil for filtering out the UV-C contaminating radiation form UV-B fluorescent
lamps. The only alternative filters available are Schott glass filters, but they are too expensive for experiments where large filter surfaces are required and also too difficult to handle in the field and under water experiments. Lurin recommended the use of lamps which have a suitable spectrum without filtering and mentioned Philips TL1 330. The lamps from Q-Panel Company, UVA 351 and UVA 340 are recommended. The UVB-313 from Q-Panel and the TL12 from Philips contain appreciable amounts of UV-C radiation. Ultranaph and Folex filters are recommended to cut-off UV-A (filter 320), UV-A and UV-B (filter 395) and UV-C (filter 295).
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